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Create a Shield! 

You will need: 
 Copy of Shield Activity (Included!) 
 Crayons, markers, colored pencils, etc. 
 
 

Directions 
1. Create a character of a knight for yourself. Pick a name, colors you like, what pictures 

or animals you want to associate with your knight.  

2. On the sheet, write your knight's name in the ribbon under the shield to show who it 

belongs to.  

3. Divide the shield into as many sections as you choose. In each section, draw a picture 

or write a word that tells people about your knight.  

4. Color however you want. Each section can be different, or you can use the same 

colors for the whole thing. Be creative. 

 



  



 
 

Create a crown! 
You will need: 

 Copy of Crown Template (Included!) 
 Scissors 
 Crayons, markers, colored pencils, etc. 
 Tape or Glue 
 Construction paper, colored printer paper, or wrapping paper 
 
 

Directions 
1. Cut out the two pieces of the crown template.  

2. Trace those templates on construction paper, wrapping paper, etc. as many times as 

you need for the crown to go around your head.  

3. When you have all your pieces, draw whatever design you might want or decorate 

however you choose.  

4. Glue or tape the sides of the crown together.  

5. Wear and have fun.   



  



 

 

 

Make-it-yourself memory game! 
 
You will need: 

 Copy of Make-it-yourself Memory Game (Included!) 
 Scissors 
 Glue 
 Thin cardboard or cardstock 
 
 

Directions 
1. Cut around the large outside rectangle of each piece on both pages.  

2. Cut each rectangle piece down the center on the center line. You should have 

two smaller rectangles with half the picture in each.  

3. Shuffle your cards” and spread out in a 4 by 4 grid (or whatever way you want).  

4. Play Memory - flip one card to see the picture. Then, choose another to find the other 

half. If you find both halves, collect the card and take another turn. If you find two 

different halves, turn them both back over, and the other person takes their 

turn. Whoever finds the most complete cards wins.  

5. You want to glue the cards to thin cardboard or cardstock to reinforce them, 

just make sure that you keep the pictures face up.  

 

 

 

 

 



  



 



 


